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(FOREMOST. PAPER IN HARDING COUNTÍ.)
"With Malice toward None. with 'Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right."
ROY. HARDING COUNTY,

'SCENES IN A UNION DEPOT'

The above is the title of a play
will be given at the Roy
which
"Was Well "Known Physician of
Theatre on next Wednesday even
Mesa Some Years Ago. Once
ing March 29th., the play will be
Postmaster at Roy
given under the auspices of the
Ladies' Missionary So- Methodist
T
r..
J..
w'i...
they promise the pub"
and
ciety'
prominent"
years a
lie a real treat, by giving you one
"
best home talent plays ev- the
.
vutn in tue
uicu at his home n Leesburg? Florida, f
h,
Thursday March 16th. The cau- some more if.
laugh
then
. .
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ee of his death was not stated
in the telegram received but
L not going"T tell
ished.T We are
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away and that the funeral would
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and homesteaded on a claim just wort an thtvlTew0T;
h.e
north of the John Cowman farm
sharp at
at 8 P.
southeast of Solano and opened tho Roy
Admission 2o
Theatre.
j.
pisii
w
i.i
...
.
ill
ill in ill
in
f
'
seats 10 cents
time and was the leading physi- - and 50 é. Reserve
extra. Reserved seats will be on
,...
"Ve o.
al years. In 1909 he moved to
March
25th.
Saturday
store
Roy and became Postmaster serbeving in this position until he
M. Dan Visson, representing
came ,i member of the medical
loan department of the Missthe
staff of the Phelps Dodge Cor
ouri State Life Insurance Com- poration at Dawson.
looking over
Tn 1017 T)i P.vnrlv vnlmifpprerí pany is in town
company
applications.
This
some
in the world war and was made
Lieutenant and later Captain and ls helping to overcome the finan-wa- s
sent over seas early in the cial stringency by loaning a large
war and his ardous work in the amount of money on the farm
fighting zone left at the close of and ranch lads of the ew coun-th- e
war almost a complete phy- - ty.
sical wreck. After the close of
We forgot to tell you last week
the war he returned to Dawson
but his physical condition left that a sweet little girl came to
him unable to continue his prac- - the George Mitchell home last
tice and after spending several Thursday. The little girl arrived
months in a Colorado Hospital at the Plumlee Hospital and Dr.
he 'later moved, to Leesbury, Flo 'Plumlee tells us that she is the
rida where he thought a change finest ever. Of course Grandpa
of climate would benefit his hea- - Boulware'and Grandpa and Gran
1th and at which place he and dma Mitchell are all smiles and
his brother opened up a hospi-- so is George too and who should-ta- l.
n't be when this makes a little
Dr Brady was a man of wide son and daughter now in their
acquaintance and a man loved by little home.
' v ifi" '
'
all who knew him. He was kind ' " '
heaited and held a warm place
"NOTICE
in the hearts of his fellowmen in
whom he came in contact with.
On account of the stormy
of his gifts of mind, his ther last Saturday evening, the
ambition and his highstandards Baptist Ladies Aid of Solano
of conduct, his future held great have changed
of their
promise for him. But his ser- - social until Saturday nght March
vices to his country in which he 25th., the only admission charg
contracted the malady that later ed will' be 1 4 for each inch of
rnusfd hia Hpnt.h was his nrniiirl- - waist measurement. No other
est achievement of his life.
admission ; supper will be .served
He leaves to mourn his early free by the ladies.
Also three
death, a loving wife and four finé cakes, will be voted to the
children and a number of other three prettiest girls; present,
'
relatives and friends, who will Every body invited.
"
miss the kindness and affection
of one of whom we all can say rqy JEWELER V CHANGES
lie was a real man ana that
LOCATION .
the world has been made better
oy Dr. Jbraay naving uvea m it.
c. E. Hobson, Roy's jeweler
meopanisn American exienas has moved his jewelery and
to the bereaved family pair shop from tne Floersheim
in the loss of their loving hüs- - buüding to the Spanish Ameri-ban- d
and father.
can building and is now prepar- ed to do all kinds of clock and
Mrs. J. 15. Lusk is visiting rel-- , watch repair work and has also
atives and friends in Oklahoma incrased his line of jewelery and
'Citynd other Oklahoma points. ' watches. Mr. Hobson is one of
:Mrs. Lusk is just recovering the best workmen in New Mexico
from the shock and bums she and his absolute guarantee of
received when their home was his work keeps him a busy man.
.struck by lightning a year ago Mr. Hobson has had 18 years
it is hoped the rest and cha- - perience in repair work and we
nge of climate will benefit her are sure if you give him a
Ce at anything you need in his
line you will always be a costum- feer of Mr. Hosbon for in fact his
Tlave you got the wifeless
yer yet? If not you will soon motto is "Once a customer,
ways a customer.'
it.
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ROY TRADING CO.

Dealers
in
Everything,
Your Trade Appreciated.'
ROY TRADING COMPANY

HELP; AGRICULTURE CLASS

SUBSCRIPTION

hi'

Baseball season

e and Floyd looked like a regular
Bolshevik and his wife Miss Marion Cope sure played her. roll in
real bandit style. Oh, yes we

.must not forget the jazdtime
girl, Lulu Pearl which was played by
Mrs. Ray Busey,
also the jazztime ticket seller Frank Baker who brought the house down with their jazztime wedding when the jazztime girl got
a jazztime husband by . a jazztime preacher.

'

We would like to mention 'all

-

the characters in the play for all
deserve a special mention but the
space lorbius us, however we will
say that every character did their part in an excellent way and a
credit to themselves and the

I

and-Richar-

whole class.
Yes the whole evenings enter-- t
tainment was fine and the audience was very appreciative and
we are sure should the class decide to put on another shew they
will have another crowded house.
The evenings proceeds amounted to nearly a hundred dollars,
the greater portio of which will
be net to the class and will be
used as a payment on the fine
pi iino they purchased about' a

.
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will soon be

lvre, but now is the time to get
out and limber up while the weather is nice. Every body that has
any baseball talent about him
shouldbe present on the diamond
Sunday afternoon to practice up,
for we want to have one of the
best teams here this season that
we have ever had.

Hood-oode-

p,

2. 00 PER YEAR.

BASEBALL

A.-HI-

Gil-star-

$

TALENT

LOCAL

'

The ladies of Roy wish to anGibbs For Mayor. nounce that they will serve one Play Given By Loyalty Sunnay
of those delicious chilli dinners
Strong Ticket Nominated.
School Class well attended
at
the S. E. Paxton Grocery Co.
Great Interest Shown
store Saturday March 25th. from
The people of Roy and vicinity
to 1:30 P. M.' The proThe Convention called at the 11:
had
the opportunity last Tuesday,
ceeds
of this dinner, will as that
F. H. Foster office last Monday
evening
of seeing one of the best
from
those
served
previously,
evening for the nomination of a
Peoples' ticket for the coming go toward defraying the expense home talent plays ever given in
village election of April 4th., was of the Agrcuitural class incurred Roy, when the Loyalty Sunday
Chuwell attended and harmony pre- during their recent trip to the School Class of the Baptist
d
put
on
rch
play
the
'The
vailed thruout the evening. Af- - southern part of the state.
Coon.,
íar a short talk by Attorney Lusk
Irvin j. Ogderi, editor of the The characters in the play numthe convention proceeded to noCounty Patriot has been bering some 15 or 20 gave their
Mora
minate the nominees for the tick
Roy
in
several days this week different parta in an excellent
et.
business.
on
Editor Ogden tells manner and in a way which show
Several
nominations
were
us
things
are quieting down ed tha they had givea much tim
that
made for mayor but all with,
Mora
in
County
and that the to practice.
drew in favor of Dr. M. D. Gibbs
ouster proceedings will probably
The play was given under the
for the head of the ticket,
and he was chosen unanimously be dropped against the County direction of Mr. L. Cope who also
In the selection of candidates Commissioners and assessor. Mr. jtook an active part in the play
for the four councilmen, consid- Ogden still has a very warm ,and the manner in which it was
erable rivalry developed and a spot in his heart for the mesa given shows that Mr. Cope is a
vote was- taken and one nominee and we are sure that he will soon 'professional in his work and that
he was very pamstabing ia the
named at a time. The following again be a resident of Roy.
drill work.
persons were named for trustees.
Ray Busey, 'The Hoodooded
D. P. Upton came down from
Paul C. Haines, William
Dawson the fore part of the week Coon,' played his part so well
Samuel Strong
Kilmifrry. For the clerk- and will make his home on his that he would have made a proship only two candidates were large ranch in La Cinta Canyon fessional coon a shamed of himnamed and the present incumbe in the future. Donald has been self and altho he was full of misnt of the office Frank L. Schultz in the coal camp for the past 3 ery that he was named misery,
was practically unamiously chos- years but has resigned his var- yet he finally got his nine dollars
ious duties there in order to give back.
en.
Mr. Harry Chambers as the
We believe the ticket named is his whole attention to his ranch
millionaire grouch also did fine
a clean, strong one and all of the interests.
jwork and we felt sorry for him
candidates are real estate owners of the town and every one a Wm. Hill made a trip to E?ton at times when his gout bothered
business man and if the ticket is Monday and while in the. Pass him so much, and then his poor
elected will give us all business City spent a few hours chatting old maid helper which was acted
men at the head of our village af- with his old friend Wm. King. by Mrs. W. T. Weatherill was a
fairs.
He reports that the Roy folks scream for there never was a
Over 60 men were present at now living in Raton are all do- more perfect old maid than that
the convention which showed ing well and are contented in the- acted my her, and then too was
'the charming niece, Miss Thelma
that the people of the town were ir new homes. interested in who will handle the
Carris who played a double part
'and
city government the coming 2
in a way that was sure a
S. R. Jones a prominent meryears.
chant of Mills was transacting credit to the play.
There will probably be one and business in Roy Tuesday morn- The villain Floyd Morris and the
I 'dude' Russel Kern were both fi- maybe two other tickets in the ing.
;
'
field, so if the ticket nominated
Monday night
any mail vn the
ticket does not suit you, you will
have a chance at several more
names when election day comes.
When you go to the polls on
April the fourth it is your duty
as a citizen to vote for the best
man available for the position
and if We will all exercise caref ul
.

yt'ar ago. We understand that the Class
is considering giving the play at
Mosquero, Milis and . Springer
and should they decide to do this
will no doubt pay off the balance
due on the piano.'
cat.

Í

Let Munsing wear Union Suit You

judgment there is every reason
to believe that men will be elected who will push the progress of
the town and keep it going forward just as it has the past several years under the rule of our
present and past mayors and

Nxf

councilmen.
The water question must be
solved by the new council and
several other matters that are
of much importance to the town
hence we again say, vote for the
men who are able to handle the
situation in a business like way.
ELECTION

Notic-is hereby given that an
election for village officers of
the Village of Roy will be held
in said Village of Roy on Tuesday, the 4th day of April, 1922,
for the purpose of electing for
the term of two years the follow:
ing officers, it
One Mayor,
j

j. K

mo

j

Four Trustees,
One Clerk.'

And notice is further given
that the polls for said election
will be held at the office of F. H.
Foster and will be open from
9 :00 A.M. until 6 :00P.M.
Dated, thislGth., day of March, 1922.
J. Floersheim, Mayor.
Frank L. Schultz, Clerk.
-

NOTICE

In consideration of the fact
that HARMONY and PEACE
are the prime factors in main
taining and promoting our Vill
age s weiiare, we, tne under-

signed, who announced ourselves
as candidates oa the Citizens'
Ticket, hereby withdraw and
pledge our undivided support to
that ticket nominated and labeled- "Peoples' Ticket," at a convention held Monday, March 20,
we urge that the men nominated
be supported by all voters of the
Village and moral and other sup
port should be given them after
they are elected and sworn into
office, that they may devise a
plan whereby water can be furnished the town.
J. Floersheim,
S. E. Paxton,
R. II. Bentley,
" Chas.
i
Weatherill,
.r :
,.
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MARCH 23, 1922,

Dr. M. D.

J

ai-lia- re

EV MEXICO, SATURDAY,

PEOPLES' TICKET

?

A Profitable Fiaoe to Trade.

N

-

No. 10.

Dr. BRADY DIES

n.

SE-AMERIGA-

j

J
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April
1st.

We have a complete assortment of

áster Candies
Good, pure sugar cándies that will not

harm the kiddies;

Floersheim Mercantile
Company
--

er -
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pointed silently downward along the
ledge to the angle In which lay the
mouth of the Cave. My breath came
quickly, for at any instant a head
might be thrust forth from the openFrom All Over
ing,
i
Mr. Shaw and Cuthbert dropped
down upon the ledger Though under
whispered orders to retreat I could
not, but hung over the edge of the
cliff, eager and breathless. Then with
a bound the men were beside me. Mr.
(WatUrn Nwiptpsr Union Ntwi Swrks.)
Shaw caught my hand, and we rushed
together Into the woods.
Mrs. Mary J. Taylor, Arizona's oldA quake, a roar, a shower of flying est resident, died at Douglas at the
rocks. It was over the dynamite had age of 106 years, one month and one
done its work, whether successfully or day.
not remained to be seen. After a litHarvey Turner of the Diamond A
tle the Scotchman ventured back. He ranch near Separ, N. M., has Just com(VI I I .1
5A
. ii
returned to us where we waited In the pleted the shipping of 250 cara of cati
'
woods Cuthbert to mount guard over
tle to California. There were five
me with a cleared face,
each.
cars
fifty
trains of
"It's all right," he. said. "The enThe town of Armljo, N. M., is withtrance Is completely blocked. I set
out a postoffice and all the residents
COMPANY
THE BOBBS-MER.R.Ithe charge six feet inside, but the roof
of the town are obliged to get their
Poor
eyes said, "This has been too much is down clear to the mouth.
(CHAPTER XVII Continued.)
mail at the general delivery window
wretches they have all
20
for her!"
the Albuquerque office.
of
out
upon
the sand"
"Down, Crusoe!" I kept desperately
"I know," I Impatiently repeated. "I
big road program is being planned
A
All three of us went back to the
whispering.
But Crusoe was unused can take you straight there. I found
the
southeastern part of New Mexfor
to whispered orders. He kept boundthe tombstone before Mr. Tubbs did, edge of the cliff. Seventy feet below, ico for the coming month. The highon
narrow
the
strip
before
of sand
ing up on me, Intent to fulfill an un- and the cave, too.Come, let's hot
to the Texas
of the cave, we saw the way east of Lovington
achieved ambition of licking my ear. waste time. We must hurry they'll the
line will be one of the first to be Imfigures
men,
of
wildly
who
four
ran
-'
..u
Cuthbert Vane tried, under his breath, be getting back 1"
proved.
to lure Um away. But Crusoe'e emoAmazement, still more than half In- about and sought for a foothold on the
A fine vein of coal has been uncovtions were all for me, and swiftly be- credulous, surged round me. Then sheer face of the cliff. As we stood
by the Gallup American Coal
ered
watching
my
on
them,
part,
with,
at
coming uncontrollable they burst forth Mr. Shaw said rapidly:
west of Gallup, N. M., and
Company
least,
unexpected
qualms
pity
of
and
In a volley of shrill yelps.
"You're right. Of course, if you
now being made to put the
plans
are
a
cold
Interior sensation very unlike
A loud cry answered them. It came have found the cave, the best thing
The mine Is
we can do is to keep them shut up in triumph, they discovered us. Then mine Into operation.
from Captain Magnus, who had scramGallup.
from
miles
unfor
fourteen
first
suppose,
the
time,
they
I
bled to his feet and was staggering It But we must move fast perhaps
The recent cuts In the freight rates
across the clearing. One hand was we're too late already. If they have derstood the nature of their disaster.
Mexgroping at his belt It was flourished found the chest they may by now be We could not hear their cries, but we on coke from Colorado and New
saw
of
the
smelter
cities
to
arms
fists
points
us,
the
out
to
stretched
ico
In
In the air with the gleam of a knife
starting for camp with the first load
frantically shaken, hands lifted In southwest is another factor that will
It and staggering and shouting the of doubloons."
prajrer. We saw Mr. Tubbs flop down help the mining Industry to become
Again I shook my head.
captain came on.
"They haven't found the gold," I as- upon his unaccustomed knees-- lt was prosperous.
"Ah, you would, would you? I'll
all rather horrible.
A rich gold strike is reported from
teach you but first I'll settle him, the sured him.
I drew back, shivering. "It won't ten miles north of Safford, Ariz., in
porrldge-eatlScotch swine "
The astonished faces grew more
Eighty-fiv- e
dollar
The reeling figure w.th the knife anxious. "It sho' have told on ll'le Miss be for long, of course," I said uncer- Graham county.
was right above me I sprang up, In Jinny's brain," muttered Cookie to tainly, "Just till the steamer comes
values at the surface on a ledge two
and we'll give them lots to eat but I and a half feet wide is the report
weapon himself.
my hand the littlt- "They haven't found the gold," I re- suppose they think they will soon be coming from the Lone Wolf mine.
which was all I had for my defense
And
and Dugalrt. Shaw's. There were loud iterated with emphasis, "because the just a lot more skeletons"
Diamond drilling is to be resumed
noises In niy ears, the shouting of men, gold is not in the cave. Don't ask me here I was threatened with a moist at the property of the Central Copper
and a shrill continuous note which I how I know, because there isn't time anticlimax to my late Amazonian Company, Dos Cabezas, Ariz., as soon
have since realized came from the to tell you. There was no gold there mood.
as a diamond drill crew can be asWhy should the frequent and natMaglungs of Miss HIgglesby-Brownbut the two bags that the pirates
sembled. Some 30,000 feet of diamond
phenomena
ural
of
tears produce such
nus made a lunge forward the arm brought back last night. The the
already been done with
panic in the male breast? "It's been drill work has
with the knife descended. I caught It skeleton moved It all out."
excellent
results.
"My Lawd!" groaned Cookie, stag- too much for her 1" exclaimed the once
wrenched at H frantically striving
Ramon Osuna, a nephew of Gen. P.
dour Scot In tones of anguish. "Hurblindly to wield my little penknife, gering backward.
Callea, secretary of the Interior
Ellas
ry,
lad we must find her some w''Virginia! I had no idea you were
whether or not with deadly, intent I
in the Obregon cabinet, pleaded guilty
ater"
day.
He
superstitious!"
quavered Aunt Jane.
don't know to this
turned
"Nonsense," I Interposed, winking to evasion .of the selective service
on me savagely, and the penknife was , "I say, do take some sleeping tabdraft act In the United States District
whirled from my hand as he caught lets or something and quiet your rapidly. "Just think of some way to
Court at Tucson. A sentence of thirmy wrist in a terrible clutch.
nerves!" Implored Cuthbert with the calm those creatures, so that I shan't ty days in
the Pima county jail was
see
my
in
dreams,
begging
them
and
All I remember after that Is the ter- tenderest solicitude.
. :,
immediately
Imposed by Judge Wilbeseeching"
For I had not forgotIn my exasperation I stamped my
rible steely grip of the captain's arms
ten the immensity of my debt to Tony. liam H. Sawtelle.
horriand a face, flushed,
foot.
The general appropriations bill,
So a note was written on a leaf
ble, that was close to mine and Inevi"And while we are arguing here the
tably coming closer, though I fought pirates may be starting back to camp ! torn from a pocketbook and thrown containing appropriations understood
and lore at it of hot feverish lips And then we'll have to kill them and over the cliff weighted with a stone. to be less by nearly a million dollars
wtoSe touch I knew would scorch me go home and give ourselves up to be The captives swooped upon It. Fol- than those carried In the general apto the soul and then I was suddenly hanged ! Please, please, come with me lowed then a vivid pantomime by propriation bill of the regular session
for the fiscal year beginning July 1,
free, and falling, falling a long way and let me show you that I kawt!' I Tony, expressive of eased If unrepentX
':
through darkness.
lifted my eyes to the Jntent face of ant minds, white Mrv Tubbs, by ges- was practically completed by the Joint
tures, indicated that though sadly mis- appropriations committee of the LegDugald Shaw. '
CHAPTER XVIII.
"All right," he said tersely. ''I think understood, old H. II. was still our islature at Phoenix.
A man believed, from papers in his
you do know. How and what, we'll friend and benefactor.
It was an attentive group to which possession, to be D. Barnell, comThe Young Person Scores.
find out later." Rapidly he made his
My first memory is of voices, and plan, got together the things needful on our return to camp I related the mitted suicide while being questioned
after that I was shot swiftly out of a for its execution, looked to the bonds circumstances which had made possi- by Constable Robert Gail at Welltot,
tunnel from an immense distance and of the still dazed and drowsy prison- ble our late exploit of imprisoning the near Yuma, Ariz. The man, who was
opened my eyes upon the same faces ers, posted Cookie In their neighbor- pirates in the cave. Tha tale of my about 25 years of age, had aroused
which I had left at some Indefinite hood with a pair of pistols, and com- achievements, though recounted with suspicion by pacing the floor in a
period in the past. There was Aunt manded Aunt Jane to dry her tears due modesty, seemed to put the finishroom of a local hotel, which he had
ing touch to the extinction of Violet, engaged on his arrival at Yuma.
Jane's, very tearful, and Miss
and look after Miss HIgglesby-Brownvery glum, and the Hon- who had dismayed every one by most for she wilted finally and forever, and
The University of Hawaii at Honorable Cuthbert's, very anxious and a Inopportunely toppling over in a per- was henceforth even huilled by Aunt. olulu has offered the University of
Jane. The diary of Peter was pro- Arizona a two-yelittle dazed, and Cookie's, very, very fectly genuine swoon.
football contract,
'
black. The face of Dugald Shaw I
Then the Scotchman, Cuthbert Vane duced, and passed about with awe one game to be played at Honolulu
disdid not see, for the quite intelligible and' I set off through the woods. The from hand to hand. Yesterday's
next Christmas and the other to be
reason that I was lying with my bead men were heavily armed, and I had covery In the cave had rounded out played at Tucson the following Christ
upon his shoulder.
recovered my own little revolver and the history of Peter to a melancholy mas. The matter will be presented to
completion. But though we knew the
As soon as I realized this I sat up
the athletic committee at Tucson at
end we guessed In vain at the beginsuddenly, while every one exclaimed
an early date for action.
ning, at Peter's name, at that of the
at once, "There, she's quite all right-- see
The Martinez Publishing Company,
piety
thrifty
grandfather
old
whose
how her color Is coming back !"
Vegas, N. M., at a meeting of its
Las
had brought hlin to Havana and to the
The penknife that I had lost in my
acquaintance of the dying mate of stockholders, has decided to increase
struggle with Captain Magnus had
Its capital stock from $20,000 to
the Bonny Lass, at the whereabouts of
fallen at the Scotchman's
feet.
Officers of the company stated
had
Wrenching himself free of his all but
the old New England farm which
been mortgaged to buy the Island that there are many persons who
severed bonds he had seized the knife,
Queen, at the Identity of Helen, who wished to buy stock, and wno asked
slashed through the rope that held
him to the tree, and flung himself on
waited still, perhaps, for the lover that the capitalization be increased.
The company publishes La Voz, one
who never would return.
Captain Magnus. It was a brief struBut even our regrets for Peter did of the oldest and best known Spanish
gglea fist neatly planted on the rufnot chill the exultation with which we newspapers in the state.
fian's jaw had ended it, and the capwaiting
Representatives of the Los Angeles
thought of the treasure-ches- t
tain, half dazed from his potations,
went down limply.
there under the sand in the cabin of Syndicate visited Farmlngton, N. M.,
the Island Queen.
the first of the month to go over the
Throughout the fray Chris slumbered undisturbed, and he and the unAll afternoon we talked of It. That, new proposed railroad to the south.
conscious Magnus were now reposing
for the present, was all we could do. It is rumored that actual construction
side by side, until they should awake
There were the two prisoners In camp work on the new road will be started
to find themselves neatly trussed up
to be guarded and they had present- by the first of April. )
with Cookie's clothes-lines- .
ly awakened and made remarks of a
It will probably be the end of March
But my poor brave Crusoe dragged
strongly personal
and unpleasant before copper can be poured
at the
a broken leg, from a kick bestowed on
trend on discovering their situation. Old Dominion plant,
near Globe, Ariz.,
him by Captain Magnus, at whom he
There was Crusoe Invalided, and need- as
considerable trouble is being had
had flown valiantly In my defense.
ing petting, and getting it from everyby the company in securing expeSo far so good ; we had signally debody on the score of his romantic past
feated our two guards, and the camp
as Benjy as well as of his present vir- rienced miners. There is ample unwas ours. But what about the plra'tes
tues. The broken leg had been clever- skilled labor at all camps.
E. C. Powell, oil man who Is pro
who were still in the cave and would
ly set by Dugald somehow In the late
shortly be returning from it? They
upheaval Miss and Mister had dropped moting the local oil field near Vaughn,
were three armed and sturdy ruffians.
quite out of our vocabularies with N. M., reports that the Royal Dutch
It would mean a buttle to the death.
Cuthbert as surgeon's assistant and Oil Company has leased 35,000
acres
Our best hope would be to wait in
me holding the chloroform to the pa- in that
section of the state, and will
ambush behind the trees of the clea- We Went in Silence Through the tient's nose. There was the fatigue
move several standard rigs from the
ringI mean for Dugald Shaw and
and reaction from excitement, which
Green Hush of the Wooda.
everybody felt, and Peter's diary to be Texas fields to the new location this
Cuthbert Vnne to do It and shoot
down the unsuspecting pirates as they restored it to my belt. Mr. Shaw had read, and golden dreams to be In- month. Well known oil fhen atate
returned. This desperate plan, which seen to tills, and had said to me, very dulged. And there was the delicate that by the first of May there will be
go unpleasantly resembled
murder, quietly:
question to be discussed, of how the at least ten standard rigs working
wnnin a radius of fifteen to twenty
Virginia,
every
"You
know,
gloom
don't
on
things
brow.
cast
treasure should be divided.
if
"It's the women, lad," said the go our way, it may be necessary for
"Why, it all belongs to Virginia, of miles. Several geologists are now going over the field and there is every
Scotchman in a low voice. to Cuthbert. you to use it on yourself."
course," said Cuthbert, opening his
And I nodded assentlngly.
And Cuthbert
"It's It's Virginia."
eyes at the thought of any other view indication that by the end of the year
mar. win oe tne most active field In
We went In silence through the being taken but this obvious one.
heavily assented.
Seeing myself as the motif of such green hush of the woods, moving in
"Nonsense!" I hastily Interposed. the state.
At a special election held in Raton,
laughter shocked my mind suddenly single file. My place as guide was In "My finding the diary was just an acthe van, but Mr. Shaw deposed me cident; I'll take a share of It no N. M., to determine whether Raton
back to clearness.
should have a commission-manage- r
"Oh," I cried, "not that. Why not from It and went ahead himself, while m&re."
or
surprise them in the cave, and make Cuthbert Vane brought up the rear.
form of governHere Miss Browne murmured someI thing half Inaudible about " confined ment, the commission form was dethem stay there? Oue man could No one spoke, even to whisper.
guard the entrance easily and after- guided Dugald Shaw, when needful, to members of the expedition " but feated by a large majority, the vote
standing 93 for and 1,287 against. The
ward we could build It up with logs or by a light tough upon the arm. Our subsided for lack of encouragement.
enterprise was one of utmost danger.
something."
present form will be continued and
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
Everybody stared. .
If we met the pirates it was their
election of councilmen will be held
April 4. There wag universal Interest
"A remarkably neat scheme," said lives or ours and I recall with Increto
Deaf.
Telephone
Mr. Shaw, "but impossible of applica- dulity my resolution to Imbed five of my
and the regular election' of mayor
telephone
a
of
set
for
receiver
The
tion, I'm afraid, because none of us six bulletin a pirate before I turned
manifested in the election, as the presthe deaf that has been invented In ent
the sixth upon myself.
know where to find the cave."
administration ia making many
enough
to
be
hidden
Is
small
Germany
grave,
and I saw that
We passed the
I shook my head.
civic Improvements in the way of pavwhile
ear,
person's
transmitthe
a
In
the vines had been torn aside again,
"I know I"
ing and storm sewers.
There was a lengthy silence. Peo- and that the tombstone was gone. We ter can be carried In a handbag or
clothing.
to
fastened
brink
of
and
cliff,
I
the
to
one
the
came
another, and their
ple looked at

Southwest

Time Ago I
Weighed Only 80
Pounds I Now Weigh
112 Pounds and

A Short

is what built me up so
wonderfully, says Mrs.
Barbara Weber, 31S
Van Ness Ave., San .
Francisco. She is but
on of thousand similarly benefited.
If you are under weight, if
your digestion is impaired, if
you are weak and unable to

ín

PICTUISS

--

.COPVre.gHT

enjoy life to the fullest meas-aryou should take Tanlae.
At all good druggists.

t

E

LC

h

Can Bo Carried Too Far.
Is all right," said Uncle
Eben, "but you can't git along wlfout
conslderln' yob. fellow man. Tryln' to
be too Independent of assistance Is
what Kits folks arrested foh counter-feitin"Self-hel-

p

Weigh the average man and he will

fonnd wanting

the earth.

No Rubber
but

More Stretch

'

two-Inc-

ExcellO
BUMMLIM

Suspendere
--and a

Vwr

Years

Guaranteed

A

Price 75c

Ask Your Dealer 6 6
Im bssnt than, send
1Brwt.
riving detüsr'i
Atk for Nn-W- a
Accept uo substitute.
Garters and
Look tor aiinntM labs! and
im

f

(

Hose Supporter
Ductus.
Street Supeader Co.. Mfn.. Adrlsa, Mich.

''The best
tobacco-bargai- n

Pve ever found"

TIME IN BED
Farmer. Wife Tell How Lydia E.
Pinkham'i Vegetable Compound

IladeHeraWellWomaa
Tenn.- -" Three yeart
Carter' Creek,
7
i
i i
i.
j, spent
an invalid,
ago iw was Biuiuui.
my
nan
oi
time
ia
I mini'" " 'llimill
Deo. Deing afflicted
with a trouble which
women of a certain
age are apt to have,
I took- - Lydia E.

.A

come-pourin-

e,

SPEI1T HALFUER

News

New Mexico
and Arizona

TANL AC

te
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Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound Tableta
and used Lydia E.

;

Pinkham's Sanative
Wash. I am a well
woman now and have
been for two years.
I can work as well as:
any one who is younger and as I am a
farmer's wife I have plenty to do for 1
cultivate my own garden, raise many
chickens ana do my own housework.
You may publish this letter as I am
ready to do anything to help other
women as I have been so well and happy
since my troubles are past. "Mrs. E.T.
Galloway, Carter's Creek, Tenn.
Most women find plenty to do. If
they are upset with some female ailment
and troubled with such symptoms as
Mrs. Galloway bad, the smallest duty
seems a mountain.
If you find it hard to keep Tip, if you
are nervous and irritable, without ambition and out of sorts generally, give the
Vegetable Compound a fair tried. We
believe it will help you greatly, for it
has helped others.

i..

VICTIMS
RESCUED
Kidney, liver, bladder and uric add
troubles are most dangerous because of their insidious attacks.
Heed the first warning' they give
that they need attention by taking

GOLD MEDAL

The world's standard remedy for these
disorders will often ward off these diseases and strengthen the body against
further attacks. Three aires, all druggists.
Look for tha ñama Gold Medal on arsry bos
and accept no imitation

wild-eye-

Here ia the story of a man who
Wouldn't take something for nothing:
1640 Hillcrest Romd, Cleveland, Ohio

larus ft Bro. Company

Richmond, Virginia
Gentlemen:
About a year ago, in Richmond on a
business trip, I was fortunate enough
to be allowed to go through the factory
where ynu manufacture Edgeworth Tobáceo Until that time I had auppoeed
that tobacco manufacture was a comparatively simple operation, and I was
very much Impressed by seeing how carefully you choose the leaf tobaccos used
in Edgeworth, how exactly you blend and
treat the various kinds of leaves, how
eorupulously clean your factory Is kept.
.During my visit I helped myself to a
tan Of Edgeworth from a pile on one of
the packing tables. I'm enclosing It cents
to psy for that can. I know you'd have
besa (lad to give it te me, but I want to
pay lor It because I consider it fat but
tobauo-korga- in
I'm mr found
Until that time I'd never used a pipe
tobacco that really suited me. One kind
eras too strong it left me groggy. Another burned unevenly and wouldn't stay
lighted. Still another gave ma a sensaNone tasted quita
tion like heart-bur- n.
right, and practically every kind, after
two or three pipefuls, left ms with a sora
tongus and a parched mouth and a dark,
dark brown taste.
Well. I smoked that package of Edge-wor- th
from your factory and, to be brief,
it suited ma down to the ground. It was
a real find. I've stuck to Edgeworth since
thst time and so far I've failed to notice
any of the bad qualities that bothered
ms In other tobaccos. Several of my
friends also have adopted Edgeworth on
my recommendation, and they're as enthusiastic sbout it as I am.
Yours very truly,
(Signed Edwsrd A. Evans.

-

.

'

Hlggle's-by-Browne'-

$50,-00-

We can add nothing to such a
Would you like to
recommendation.
jearn if Edgeworth would suit you aa

perfectly? It may
not or it may.
Just drop us a

tearing

post-car- d

your name and address, also those of
the store where
you buy most of
your tobacco. We
will send you
in both

Plug

forms

Sliceand

Ready-Rubbe-

d.

Edgeworth

Plug Slice con

sista of fiat cakea made up of a large
number of thin, oblong slices. One
lice rubbed between the palms of
your hands furnishes an average
pipeful.
is tha
d
Edgeworth
tame tobacco already rubbed up for
you and in form to pour right into the
.bowl of your pipe.
Both kinds pack nicely, light quickly, and burn freely and evenly to the
very bottom of the pipe.
Edgeworth is sold in various sizes to
iruit the needs and means of all purchasers. Both Edgeworth Plug Slice
are
and Edgeworth Ready-Rubbpackages,
packed in small, pocket-siz- e
in handsome tin humidors and glass
Jars, and also in various handy
Ready-Rubbe-

ed

quantities.
For the free samples which we would
like you to judge, address Larus &
Brother Co., 41 South 21st Street,

Richmond, Va.
To Retail Tobáceo Merchants U
you Jobber cannot supply you with
Edgeworth, Larus & Brother Company will gladly send you prepaid by
n
carton
parcel post a one- - or
of any size of Edgeworth Plug Slice
for the same price
d
r
you would pay the jobber.
two-doze-

Ready-Rubbe-

W. N. U, DENVER

NO.

22.

Nothing Dangerous.
Wishing to swear out a warrant
against a man whom she alleged had
made menacing threats against her
Ufe, an elderly negro woman recently
appeared at the prosecuting attorney's
office) and told her troubles to the
clerk.
"And did he brandish any weapon
in your face?" questioned the clerk.
"Oh, no suh," answered the woman.
"He didn't have no weapon. He Just
had an ax." Kansas City Star.

WOMEN

NEED

SWAMP-ROO- T

Thousands of women have kidney and
bladder trouble and never suspect it.
Women's complaints often prove to be
nothing else but kidney trouble, or the
result of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidneys are not in a healthy
condition, they may cause the other organs to become diseased.
Pain in the back, headache, loss of ambition, nervousness, are often times symptoms of kidney trouble.
Don't delay starting treatment.
Dr.
Kilmer's Swamp-Rooa physician's prescription, obtained at any drug store, may
be just the remedy needed to overcome
t,

auch conditions.
Get a medium or large size 'bottle immediately from any drug store.
However, if you wish first to test this

great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Advertisement,
Nothing New.

"Speaking of. automobile Jokes?"
"Yes," "I don't see any improvement
in the 1922 models."
These blessings in diguise usually
find difficulty in proving Identity.

Sure Relief
FOR lllDSGESTIOn

31

6

Bell-an-s

Hot water

Sure Relief

EUL-ALv-lS
25$ and 75$ Packages. Everywhere

I,

CURES CCLCS
in jk ru

1

I

'

t
r.w.ay. in wn rm
ennUt sS dtutmn.

Mr. HiITi
.

H. HILL CO. DETROIT

Í

.

mayor-alderman-

Famous Willamette

Valley

For Information and booklet writs
KYLER 4 BLAKELY, Corvallls, Orason

Clear Baby's Skin

With Cuticura
Soap and Talcum
Soaa 25c, Oiatasat

ZS

and SOe, Talca

25c

--

The
NOTICE

OF FORECLOSURE

Spanisfr-Anaricgi-

Say.

i.

ItaCsg

Csmttr,

Kern-

Mtex'm.

StTtfety, Harefc

25v 1S22L

AS WE SEE IT.

THE

SALE

State of New Mexico,
;

"

'

,1

)

)ss.

County of Harding )
In the District Court Thereof

Eighth Judirial District.

No. 43.

The man with a burning
bition is seldom fired.

am-

vs.
G.

Crossing
The Line

Good, another nickle cigar has
dropped from 9 to 7 cents.

The rising generation of part
Roy likes to sleep until 10
of
Plaintjf f.
'

Burnett,
Defendant.

In the above mentioned entitled action, which was an action
by the above named plaintiff
the above named defend-en- t
to foreclose a chattle mortgage against the personal property hereinafter described, a decree dated the 7th day of March,
1922,wa s on the said date rendered against the aboye named
defendant, by which decree there
was adjudged and decreed to be
due from the defendant, G. Burnett, to plaintiff the sum of One
.

SPANISH-AMERICA-
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On March 21st., the sun having "crossed the
line," Spring is offcially with us.

A man who usually holds his
own, generally holds, his own
tongue.
Three-fourth-

flat and so are
the people.

three-fourt-

of

hs

their songs afresh; and field are sown, so that
later there may be a harvest.

Here's the latest: "A Roy man
drank a few glasses and now he
wears glasses."

In your life, there is also a Springtime, beginning when you cross the line between extravagance and thrift.

Love in a cottage or even in a
shack isn't so bad if there are a
few groceries in it.

that there may be a harvest for the winter of your life, cross that line now by opening
So

or adding to an account with us.

,

-

First National
Bank Roy, N .M.
"A GOOD BANK FOR EVERYONE"

WHEAT SHIPMENTS FOR NEW MEXICO EXCEEDS
MILLION BUSHELS ON MARCH 1.

ONE

If You Are in a Hurry
'

Order your abstracts from the

HARDING COUNTY ABSTRACT
COMPANY, Inc.
(Bonded)
We give our entire attention to the abstract business
and are prepared to furnish you abstracts, promptly. We
...
guarantee satisfaction in every particular.
,

The new income tax blanks are
Special Master. much easier to fill out than the
bid ones but it is harder to fill
'out the checks which accompany
NOTICE FOR SEALED BIDS them.
Notice is hereby given that the
All business houses of Roy
County Board of Education of
that business is picking up
Mexico
TfnvrlinoCountv New
'nicely
which goes to show that a
will e xcept bids and proposals up
optimism is prevalent
of
state
to 10 o'clock A. M. April 15th,
mesa.
on
the
specifica-tions
plans
and
1922 for the
of three school buildings!
to be erected in Harding County, We heard a fellow say the other
New Mexico. The successful evening that he used to walk in
bidder will be required to immed- the moonlight with one arnrfull
iately enter into a contract with but now he walks the floor with
said County Board for said plans both arms full.
and specifications as directed by
Rumors now afloat say that
the Board and the regular plans
and specifications to be submitt- Harding County will have anoth-- 1
ed within ten days from the er' railroad within less than 24
date of the contract. Eiders months. Good, we are with you
should be able to submit draw- rumors, let's make them, facts.
ings and plans of buildings
on date contract is let as this
was always a bad egg but
will be considered in making the ile knew it as long as we
no one
awards.
s
were rich said a wife to a neighThe buildings to be erected
about her husband, but now
will be located at Mosquero, bond bor
he is broke they all know
since
voted $25,000; Solano, Bond vo- it.
boted $25,000 and at Kephart, be
nd voter $5,000. Bids should
Dad, can you sign a check
the Harsent to the Secretary of
with
yourteyes shut asked a Roy
Education,
din County Board of
:
answered his father;
New Mexico and sho-u- nnnil sure
your eyes and
shut
then
well
marked "Architect Bids"
report
card said the
my
sign
to
right
The Board reserving the
.
youth.
reject any and all bids.
William G. Johnson,
Snd the wind blew Saturday
Secretary Harding County
Wour snmpiTiore. Thev
fcuv."
"
Board of Education. ,CUIUa than
ill wind that blows
'say
an
is
it
'
nobody good', but we would like
J. B.. McNeil of .Kephart was to know who the ' wind helped
of
first
iii Roy on business the
8.

so-po-

-

All orders carefully filled and promptly shipped by Express or Parcel Post. Our membership in the Florists Telegraph, Delivery Association enables us to deliver Flowers
for you anywhere in the United States on a few hours
notice.

.

-

'

.

;

Raton Greenhouses
"THE NAYLORS"
Raton, N. M.
P. O. Drawer 349

.

Money to Loan
30E3B22E&S"1

Plenty of money available to loan on
well improved real estate. Long time

and reasonable rates.

rt

-

J. B. Proctor,

Mills, N. M.

Mosquero Abstract & Title Co.
(Incorporated and Bonded.)
ABSTRACTS FURNISHED PROMPTLY ON ALL
LANDS IN HARDING COUNTY.

Insurance of all kinds.
Special attention given to examining titles.
.
.'

.

Conveyances.
Mosquero, New "Mexico.

.

K

4

-

x

Saturday.

i,o'u

. I'

-

"
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E. F. HENRY
CONTRACTOR.
Cement, Stucco and Plasterer
ROY, NEW MEXICO .

.

h

STOCKMEN PULL

TO- -

GETHEIt

W. II. COPLEN, 'Manager.'.','
Mosquero, New Mexico.

rd

20,

LET

.

W. G. Johnson,

non i
Renorts indicate that 20 r, nf tho rmn nv
rao chin- ped irom the county in which grown, against 334,000 bu. March 1,
1921. The production of oats in the state is only about
of the estimated consumption.
The oats remaininir on farms March 1. for the TTnitnH Statist
was 404,461,000 bu. on this date last year.
llie State only Droduced 239.000 hn of harta v Inst, vpur Of this
or 47,000 bu. remaineded on farms March 1, and only 6
ur
oil were sent out ot the counties where grown. - The
production Ot this 'gram in the state is considerable Iprs than th
estimated consumption.
950,000 bu., against 135, 229,000 bu. March 1, 1921. The ship
ments irom counties amounted to 54,525,000 bu., against 55,000,- l'or the United States, the suhdIv on farms Ma.-r- 1 as A( 000 bu., last year on this date.
one-thi-

it

1922.

1, 1921.

New Mexico produced 1.690,00 bu. of oats in 1921. 25
. or 423.- 000 bu. remaining on farms March 1, against 501,000 bu. March 1,

.

'

The United States Department of Agriculture, reports that of the
3,088,000 bushels of wheat raised in New Mexico in 1921, 35 per
cent, or 1,081,000 bushels were shipped from the county where
grown, against 1,248,000 bushels March 1, 1921. These shipments
are largely confined the counties of Colfax, Curry, Harding, Quay
and Union. The State's production for 1921 was not quite sufficient for its estimated reguirments.
There were on March 1, 525,000 bu., or 17 of the crop remain
ing on farms. Last year on this date the farmers reporting holding 892,000 bu., or 25 'a of the 1920 crop.
For the United States, the shipments from counties showed
489,413,000 bu. by March 1, compared to 459,598,000 bu., last year.
There remained on farms 131,136,000 bu., against 217,037,000 bu.
'
on March 1, 1921.
In 1921; tíie total com production for the state, was estimated1
at 6,409,000 bu. Reports show that 35 , or 2,243,000 bu. were
on farms March 1, against 32
, or 1,916,000 bu. March 1, 1921.
The shipments from counties on March 1, amounted to 18 , or
bu., against 15
, or898,000 bu. on March 1, 1921. The
shipments of coin from the state are small, as the state's production is less than 60 of the estimated requirments.
For the United States, on March 1, the farms hold 1,313,120,000
bu., against 1,564,832,000 bu., on March 1, 1921. The county shipments aggregated 590,900,000 bu., against 691,884,000 bu. on Mar-

ch

-

.

matter at the post office in Roy, N. M.
Registered August 2.7, 1912.

s

'

Regardless of the actual day, springtime clothes the earth in new colors the birds sing

of the world is

s

The main trouble with the prethe
rising generation is that too
sent
of piincipal and interest
due on the note, One Hundred many are too fond of sitting.
Sixty-tw- o
& Noj 100 Dollars atUsually the half that is never
torney's .fees and Eighteen &
told is the better half, hence we
íiuu aunáis wsis, ajuuuiiuug
half.
in all to One Thousand Eight Hu call our wives our better
tondred and 25100 Dollars,
are that when
gether with interest thereon at Our observations
more
girl
becomes
young
flip
a
the rate of ten per centum, for
'flapper.'
which amount a judgment was flipper she becomes a
rendered in favor of the plaintiff
And"our soldier boys are still
and against the defendant, and
wondering
if the bonus bill is
ORdecree
by
was
said
further
it
to
going
in a bogus
terminate
DERED ADJUDGED AND DEbill.
the defendant
CREED that
'
foreclosed
of all ribe
Some say women are gossips
ght, title, interest and claim
did you ever listen to a bunch
but
property
personal
to
and
the
in
hereinafter described, and that of men at a club or a smuKer?
said personal property be sold by Well?
the undersigned who was appointed special master to make said
We understand that a certain
sale, to satisfy the amount of man has invented lightening
money mentioned in the decree, but who in thunder wants light
together with costs, interest, and ening
. costs to accrue, and expense of
The next generation belongs
keeping cattle.
'
NOTICE IS THEREFORE to the farmer if he hold the balHEREBY GIVEN: by the under ance of power as long as he has
signed W. G. Johnson, special held the bag.
master, that on Monday the 17th
day of April, 1922, at the hour
Says the shoe to the Stocking
of two o'closk in the afternoon 111 rub a hole in you; says the
at the residence of H. C. Mitch- stocking to the shoe, I'll be darnell 12 miles NE of Roy, in Hard ed if you do.
ing County, New Mexico, said
special master will for the pur- Now really, you fellows that are
pose herein mentioned offer for buying new easter bonnets don't
sale and sell at public auction to you think that the late styles
the highest and best bidder for sure seem éarly.
cash, in accordance with the abo'
ve mentioned decree the followWe can't sée why so many
:
ing described property,
keep their hands in their
men
Fifty eight grown cows, three pockets when
there is always
two year old heifers, one registo do.
work
for
them
caltered bull and twenty seven
ves, all branded FG on left jaw
When a woman tells you she
or G on left shoulder, B on left
will
be ready in a minute she usu
ribs and E on left hip, to be the
choice of the mortgagee from the ally picks one out that is about
entire herd of the mortgagor, in a half an hour away.
cluding the increase thereof and
When certain people of Roy
the additions thereto.
That the total amount due on and Mosquero get to talking to,
said decree on the date of sale instead of about each other, both
with interest to the date of salé towns will be better off.
be One Thousand Eight
dred Sixteen and No100 Dollars
Chamber of Commerce, why
together with the expense of waketh thou not; hast thou not
keeping the live stock.
slumbered enough moons? We
Dated, this 14th day of March, need thee to make a better Roy.

jheweefc

second-clas-

i

Thousand Six Hundred Twenty

''

.

THE
PRINTING COMPANY
Wm, G. Johnson, Associate Editor
Frank L. Schultz, Editor.
Subscription $2.00 per year, payable, strictly in advance.
Entered as

& No 100 Dollars being

to-w-
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Published By

First National Bank of Roy, a
corporation,
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The New Mexico Wool Growers'
Association will meet in Albu
querque March 16 and 17. The
Mexico cattle and Horse
Association will meet in
Lcs Vegas March 21 and 22.
These organizations have done
great service in the past for their
respective branches of the live-industry. They are in a
position to be of much greater
service in the future. They
can-,be-

reach their greatest

elficieh--

rs

'

cy, however, so long as many
stockmen continue the old time
policy of going it alone, and re-- !
main out of the organization
that is working for their end of
the livestock industry.
The expense of attending one
or both of these conventions this
year may look large, especially to
the stockmen who has been stri-- 1
king his balance sheet and who
knows where he is "at." But the
expense is of no consequence if
we stop to consider that it must
be through organized effort that
the livestock industry is to find
its way to stable conditions and
back to prosperity. A stockman would consider his membership in the association at work
for his branch of the industry
as important to his welfare as
his satisfactory, relations with
his bank ; and such membership

Albuquerque, N. M. Mar 15.
Final details of the program for
thj eighth annual convention of
tliri New Mexico Cattle & Horse
Growers' Association, at Las Ve- Sas March 20 and 21, were
unced by the secretary's
flce here today in a statement
showing that the organizaton
has rom in eiht years from a
membership of less than twenty
to one 01 the largest and mos.t
fIuenüal organizations of its innd
in the west with nearly 600 mem .
who own considerably in
cess of half a "million cattle,
The first day's program will in
cliude welcome addresses by Gov.
Mechem and V. K. Jones of Las
Vegas, a responce by Geo II .
Webster of Cimarron, the ar.nual
address of T. E. Mitchell, Tres.
and an address on the vital subject of taxation by W. R. Mjrley
of Magdalena.
an-Ne-

w

in-sto- ck

ex-n- ot

The afternoon program

inclu-

des addresses by F. C. Ketnor,
of the Ohio Farm Federation

Marketing Department on "Ranee to Feed Lot Marketing;" a
statement covering the n arket
outlook for 1922 bv A. S. Stin
nett of the Texas Buyers and Sel
lers Association; a review of

ev-

ents in the livestock industry
during the past year by C. M.
O'Donel first vice president of
thp American National Livestock
Association and an address by a
favorite speaker of the arsocia- tion, J. S. Vaught of Deming, on
is just as important.
Every stockman should think "What the Stockman means to
carefully before he decides that the State of New Mexico."
Tuesday's big feature will be
attendance at and membership
in his organization is too expens- the address of Fred H. Birby,
ive. He should remember that president of the American Na- of ficers of these ; orgaizations tional Livestock Association with
are working without salary ,for other addresses by F. C. Pooler
the common good and that mem- - district firester; Dr. II. L. Kont,
bership dues in either organiza- - presdent'of the State agricultur-tio-n
have been earned over and al College; J. B. Ilerndon chair-ovevery year in saving effect- - man of the War Finance Corpor- I at bn
Judge Reed Hollo- ed for the industry;
man of Santa Fe and others.
The business meeting and elecSPECIAL MEETING
tion of officers will close the conA special meeting of impor- vention Tuesday afternoon.
tance of the stockholders of the Las Vegas has arranged an exNorth Eastern New Mexico Oil cellent supplementary program
Company will be held on Satur- between, sessions. The outlook,
day April 1, 1922 at 8:00 P. M. of entertainment to fill the time
at the office of the Floersheim is for a laigc attendance.!
.
.
Mercantile' 0., in Roy. New!
attend!
g Ireland, ldan inspector
Mexico.
If "you cannot
in person be represented by pro- - for the American National Insu-x- y.
'
ranee Company was on the mesa
By Order of the President
several days this week making
25-inspections for Schultz and John- While here Mr. Ireland ap- ? 1.
Superintendent De proved a fine bunch of loans for
County
Frees was up from the County a number of farmers.
7
Seat 'Monday trading with Roy
head the S. A. for tnenews.
I
.merchants.
er

po-pne-

"

1.

--

The

Spanish-America-

Roy Harding County, New Mexico, Sato

n.

Report of condition of
"BANK OF ROY"
'
Tío. 85.
,
fj
at Roy, in the State of New Mexico, at- the close of business on

rday, March 25, 1922.

Mis Anna rrujillo, our little)
Ror Sale: Team l!orsesr about OR ALE Good roll top office
nas oeen guiie siCK'.,,Art
lbs.' 6 & 7 wars nU set
jU,;u
"
wini a acvcie cULacft ul appenai--- 1
'
d Iron wheel wagon, for
citis this week and is now at the,ness
NOTICE
March 10, 1922.
Daniels Hospital receiving treat-'- , terms see Copes Dairy, Rejr N.
ment. She was taken
RESOURCES
with a Af Rnviii"
You are hereby advised that I
JJS
"
severe aaacR, Decommg uncon
1. Loans and Discounts
$ 81,463.72
will not be responsible for any
cious at Church Sunday night,
2. overdrafts
350.96
Sheriff Spivey was in town on check sriven: or other dohta in
and was brought to the hospi4. (d) Other stocks (other than Fed- '
j
business
connected with his offi- - curred bv mv son. MathipI T.nw,
eral Reserve Bank Stock)
. .
We asked one of the boosters tal where she is now some bet5,441.80
'
ce
Thursday.
I
Encamación Lucero
Saturday if it was trim that thia ter but still quite sick.
Total Bonds, Stocks, Etc . .
:;
Have you had th
'flu?' If
7. Furniture and Fixtures
dppirWIlv that 'it i
are out of fashion, be- 9 ono
tvw not. vou
,
.
.
.
a
i. l
n
i
'
8. Other real estate owned (other than
h
nmu
umes
a uacK
Lne
toaay
lor instance there is not
'
Banking House)
;
berEverybody
. .
that amounts
wind, but what little there
3,000.00
9. Net amount due from Banks and Bankers
to anything around Mosquero
10,646.52 is is simply awfully strong.
10. Checks on other banks in same
jh."s had a slight attack and a few
e have been worried about of those that don't amount to
town as reporting bank
595.00
boy Alfred who is at the N. 'anything, including ourselves,
our
is ready to handle all kodak films and printing
11. Checks on banks outside of same citv
5,784.50 M.
Military
expertly.
12. Cash Items
A
Institute.
letter
have bursted into the ranks of
:
263.76
from Col. Wilson, the superin-jth- e
Have your kodak work done at home. Leave
13. Coin and Currency
fashionable and enjoyed the
1,587.85
films and orders with
tendent,
15. Other Assets
informed
us
popular'
he
that
Fortunately
disease.
it
65.68
had been taken to the hospital a-- seems to lie in a rather light
long with forty other boys that form this year.
TOTAL
112,109.04
day with an attack of the
saine
Mrs. Coplen who has been vis-flLIABILITIES
.
A
lates letter, hmwwr tolls iwug m m...
16. Capital Stock Paid In
at the Spanish American Office.
lucunicari wirea ner nus
U,0Uü.üü us that Alfred is srettmer a;oM.kj t7..,j..
u:.. u.t
17. Surplus Fund
3,000.00 nicely and while he has been som very
sick and Ml, c ,en left the
Demand Deposits:
Ú
24. Individual deDosits íTnr.lnriincr 9s
day. We have not
'blowing
of the other boys will soon be heavd
'
present
25, 31, 32)
at
bow sick the
53,860.85
'
out again.
is
child
25. Cashier's checks
but
supjjose
that it is on
1,744.27
s wav to recovery as no addi-ma- n
34.
Total TW
Mr.
Patricio
Maestas,
old
the
55,605.11
Time Deposits (payable after 30 days, or
who wandered off from the tina' "formation has been
subject to 30 days or moré notice) :
camp and was severely ceiye(iuo. Certifiiates of Deposits
frozen during the blizzard the
Twelve scholars from the
r
23,503.92
38.
Total Time Deposits
days of February died at quero Scnools took the Eighth
. .
23,503.92
the Daniels Hospital at Mosque-- , Grade Examinations recently
TTa VaA anfl
TOTAL
fra tnrir
.vwn thn QoTron
tVCJllLli VJ I elli t
inui
112,109.04 m" ntl SllTlilnv iiiviiiuip
If you knew how. That is just the way it is
undergone
Examination.
so
much suffering and
State of New Mexico, County of Hardin v- - ss
They report the
í
'any hueyou must know how to go about
npmmn
in
hoimri-ntho- r
so
nan
pxaminannn
s
cmr
wn
uaa
rnat
it
:
'
LI II
II uo
''
UVWjj 1 UbUVI OCT"
' ''
' ?eJ?ry )V- - Fai'mer- Vice President, and R. II. Bentley,
anything before you can accomplish much and
found impossible to save his life ere but all have hopes of
Lashier , of the above named bank, do solemnly swear that the
the auto repair work is no exception. It takes
every thinsr Dossiblel Mr. Halo haa
statement is true to the best of our knowledge and belief.
more than willingness.
was
done
him.
for
He
burwas
(fixed
up
counters,
Henry W. Farmer, Vice President,
installed show
led at the Catholic Cemeterv af-- cases and hmno-h-t
R. H. Bentley, Cashier.
ter a short
bv Rev. Fr. select at. of
Correct Attest:
De Keuwer. He leaves a wifeily embarked on the, jnercantile
Henry W. Fanner,
mm íour ennaren wno reside at Dusmess and is prepai-eR. Kilmurray,
to buy
You will run no risk by brimrmg your
Nara Visa,
all your country produce. Better
M. N. Baker.
troubles
Directors.
to
us, whether they be mechanical or electrical
Subsciibed and sworn to before me this 20th., day of March 1922
matter ov?r
Attorney 0. P. Easterwood fu!
tauthie
u e can do the work and
m
JTU
who has a number of imnortant íhe next
Frank L. Schultz.
My commission expires October 28, 1922.
'
Notary Public. cases on the Hardine- Countv;
Big preparations are being
Docket and who has considerable
hllRinPRB
lnOVOsf-TIv1íriv mani fny thll Kiv XTITOI
iwniral oninrinnn
...- lllHUillj,
FOR BETTER FARMING
It begins to look veiy much County jwas..v.wuto
down from Clavtomby Rev. Pone, of Tulsa, Okla. at
like the coal miners will walk
The illustrated asrricultura nr. out April 1st, as they have thre Wednesday and Thursday of Mosquero during the first part of
April.. Rev. Burnett, local
last week.
tides Which aDDear n the Snnnicfii atpnvl
. ..
it the public were told
tor
is getting every thing ready
f
American from week to week are the miners earnings for a week
Samuel
and: Mm. and a large number of Deonle
íu tV1? most part PrePared by or by the month popular opinion Bailev two homesteaders of near are
ROY, - NEW MEXICO
preparing to enjoy this spir- United States DeDartment
Gallegos
were
bro-and
- of
arrested
- would no donht
x
"
ftvwj VMWUg
iiaui treat, vv e are
ITS ALL IN KNOWING HOW" ,
Agncuituz-- and embody knowled ed. Coal diggers
have been wor i ught to town this week ' on a if you can arrange toassured that
attend
the
ge resulting from innumerable king just about three days
complaint
charging them with JIM-JUa
you wjl allQv
eApenments, tests and develop- -, week dunng the past year. "
Ithe
cf a couple of cat your businessthat
matters
to arrnti
ments. in nmo unen
j:
tle belonging to Bud Bennett themselves
for
the
balance
of the
over many yeais, and accumulat- ALL PERSONS
Their preliminary examination
ed data of the depaitment, to. who know themselves to be in-- S i& set for the 20tlu,. These are time and will attend the othr
meetings without fail.
information
who charged. Ben- """.""wu" which debted to me will please call and the two men conspiricy
oniM could be provided by this make some
th a
to' de- - ea The Boy Scouts have arrangarrangements for, set nett
pntAi
Drancn
tor a fine.
fv.;fViom
wifK
the
mvArnmonim.i
oi
ivm
.
...v.. uEinciii.
o
wv
,;. , .
nave oeen- lore,
uiu
ItS IllgulV Orffanizeil staff of sn. In
nyn,.,- ,
lammentand box sudd r for nvt
hnmia QTTacI evn
l t
entijsts and practical men.
;t0 do the same. This will ho th' charges' some timeago. The in- - Saturday night. Maybe it. is a
Most successful business 'men pwe their
I o doubt
our farm readers last ntioce, So" Sme "inj and . 'dictment of Bennett, the suppos- Pie suDDer. we are not sur ahnut
Success to thft;.;;,;
' '
J
have; read and enjoyed these arti tie.
'
ed officei from Texas and A. tne matter. But are iwt-m'Savings Account Habit'
7 :; .7 ;
J. D. Wadé.
cles durine th" winter, but with
Paul Seigel, prominent attorney that --which ever it is that you
of. Nara Visa by the recent, ses- will miss a treat if you fail to
CULTIVATE IT EARLY IN LIFE
the coming of snring. fann in- A BARGAIN BUY
Vr7
sion of the Federal Grand Jury attend. The pies or boxes, oi
form,ation has ah added interest
what ever it is that is good to eat
resulted from this charge.
T.M
Deposit a dollar or two each week and see how
1 WU1 se
wo I 160 tracts
A
and valnp
"7
tva uob fi,f
will be auctioned off, together
rapidly
.
, Hu
.
'
j
c
tliaL ail
M.
Don
Leandro
Galléeos.
casn
or
will grow.
time:
""'b11
with the fair owners, to the high
who have heretofore "overlooked
NSE&, SEt4NWix and NEV. from the Carrizo.neighborhoof' est bidder and they will throw
We will open an account with you for as low
as $1.00
the Spanish American will now E. Also S.V2NE14, NWUSEU. business visitor in the County
We PAY 5 PER CENT INTEREST ON
1
TIME DEPOSITS
make it a point to give it the at- 21 SlSWUmvU, Sec 32 Seat Monday and Tuesday. Mrs.
nTnvXC c"
w K P'
n
iwp- ne
S1X miIes Gallegos is suttenng trom
Th
proceeds
will
it deserves by its time- - from RoV) the other geven
be used to pur- NOW IS THE TIME TO SAVE
miIes matism and is bady cripPled up
liness and practical worth
from Mills. Or will rent either, at times but srenerallv manaces chase equipment for the Mos
quero Boy Scouts. Don't fail to
a
a.
Max iu. uushkevitz.
pleasant attend.
have
and
smile
.to
Let us have your want ads.
Lement, Cook Co. HI word for her many friends here.
Mrs. Rea Smith entertained
the Ladies Aid Societv on Thur
Capital and
sday afternoon with a nice recep
Surplus
tion and. light refreshments.
$36,000.00
They report an enjoyable time
and after hearincr of the affair
we are almost tempted to bu'
a mother hubbard and attend
one ourselves. But after serT7
ious thought we have about decided that the figure would not
1
look as chic and netito as
would like in that kind of dress
éJk
and will just cut it out.
Dr. Daniels and staff has now
moved into his new building on
West Main Street and is occupying the building although it is
not quite "finished inside yet.
Still it makes a nice little hospiThere a good time coming. But this being about
tal and one that the town can
be
proud of. The-- Doctor is one
which is known as the Beck Motor Co- regarded
Equinox,
be
hardly
of
can
spring
the time
booster
which
mesa
can
of
thé
be
raw
when
good
is
the
as a
time. In fact it the time
Actj lene Welding
'
proud .
..;
and chilly winds chap the hands and crack the lips
Batteries Repaired
Mr. Sol Floersheim suffered
and face. Then it is that ointments and creams are
Vulcanizing
some rather painful bruises
needed to keep the hands in working order and the
General Auto nad Tractor Repairing
when the Ford Truck in which
face looking well. We have most everything in this
Full Line Accessories
he was' riding broke the front
line such as: Campor-icHand Lotion, Crab Apple
axel and smiled Mr. Floersheim
Tires, Tubes, Oils and Gas
Cream, Cold Cream, Mentholatum Vaseline, Glycerout in the road, alighting on his
All Work Guaranteed.
shoulders. He was picked up
ine and many others.
by Mr. Paul Kingsbury and brought to Mosouero and after rest
ing over night announced that he
was ready to continue his journey al though rather the worse
for wear and tear. On the same
Come in and let us figure with you on your
day the Overland car driven by
Tractor.
We will come out and pull your cil
Mr. irank Lory and wife, lost a
in.
,
front wheel and a serious acci
dent narrowly averted. Fortu- Phone No. 8 W.
M. Ü. GIBBS, Prop.
natelv neither one of the acci
although
denta resulted fatallv.
both were extremely dangerous.
-
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ESKIMO PIE
Eskimo Pie the latest iced con
fection 10 at Fairview
.
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Roy. Hai ding County. New Mexico, Saturday. March 25, 1922.

Ford Engine Blo- ' Santa Fe, N. M. Mar. 21.
ck and head, 3 rear axle Hous- Harry A. Tiemann, agent for
ACTION
ings, miscellaneous Fenders, 2 trade and industrial education,
Goodrich
tires, two Fish O. S. with the Federal Board for Vov
State of New Mexico)
.
piain Trend, two used Ford Trac- cational education in Washington
)SS .
tor wheels, solid tread, 1 tire today finished a two weeks' trip
County of Harding)
rack, Miscellaneous Fordson Trac through New Mexico With D. W.
In the District Court Thereof, tor repairs, and parts, Ford Rockey. state sunervisor of in- dustrial rehabilitation in the sta
Eighth Judicial District- Truck Repairs and parts, Auto te
department of education. The
.0. J. Vollmer and Paul Vollmer, repairs and parts, accessories.
officers have been inspecting the
And said defendant is further vocational education work jiow
ns Vollmer Brothers,
Plaintiffs, notified that unless he enters under way in the state and have
his appearance herein on or be- been formulating plans for carvs.
'M'(
fore the 10th., day of April,
rying on the industrial rehabiliJ. W. Deck, trading as Deck Mojudgment will be rendered
tation work of which Mr. Rockey
tor Company,
him be default and his is in charge. It is the objective
No. 23.
said above described property of the industrial rehabilitation
Defendants, which is
attached sold to satis- supervisor to restore every inFirst National Dank of Roy, a cor fy the same.
jured and incapacitated man and
poration, and Wolcott L. litissel,
in New Mexico who wanThat the name and post office woman
Garnishees,
ts to work to useful occupation
address of plaintiffs' attorney,
Irvin Ogden, Sr., Grace V. Ogden is W. R. Holly, Springer, New and the visiting officers found
many cases to command their atand í idelity Security Company. Mexico.
tention
and aid.
Interveners.
WITNESS;' my hand and the "The cooperation of the commuThe above named defendant, J. seal
of said court of Mosquero, nities where injured and incapaW. Deck, is hereby notified that Harding County, New Mexico,
citated men jexist is needed in
the above entitled action has this 18th,, day of February, carrying out our work successbeen commenced by the above 1922.
fully," Mr. Rockey said, "With"
named plaintiffs against said deC. Ernest Anderson, out it we cannot get far. With it
fendant, the general objects of
Clerk of said court. there is no doubt of our ability
to get results of the utmost valwhich action are to recover a
ue. The man who is injured or
Two
of
judgment for the sum
Evervbodv is roinsr to the La incapacitated by illness is an
&
No
Hundred
Eight
Thousand,
dies Home Missionary Chicken
burden. Wholly aside
100 Dollars due plaintiffs from Dinner at Paxton's Saturday A- from
the
aspect,
defendant upon an account for pril 1st. Are you? Lets be good which musthumanrterian
be considered, there
Pulley and Brake, Governor, Platform and Fenaers $110
'
goods, wares and merchandise, fellows, and join the crowd.
is a question of economic liabilsold and delivered by the plainity upon every community whePo Wót .Í Pulls two
plows in hsrd p'ov ing snd three under fatiffs to the defendant; that on STATE OF NEW MEXICO , )
It is plaire such a man lives.
'
The
Samson
conditions.
is noted for the way it hugs the
vorable
1921
the 14th., day of November,
)ss. nly the duty and to the advantground
day after day uniailing and repulls
hour,
and
hour
after
iswas
age of the community to aid in
a writ of garnishment
)
County of Harding
'
liable.
sued against the above named In the District Court of the 8th solving such a question.
gramshees, which writ was serv"I have been suiprised at the
Judicial District in and for
Belt W Ork: For small thresher, sCo filler, feed grinder, baler,
ed an said garnishees on said 14t-h- .,
extent of the undeveloped resoThe County of Harding.'
etc. Do your own belt work at home- and save money. Large, wide
day of November, 1921, and No. 47.
urces of New Mexico, and in sibelt pulley with proper speed for belt operations.
deways
me
at the extent of the
said defendant is notified that
W. Mackey,
John
velopment achieved. We will be
unless he appears herein on the
Plaintiff, able to find plenty of opportudesign,
motor with
gni 'Latest,
return day as provided in 'this
VS.' "
system,
high
ignition
tension
high
power,
low in upkeep. Force feed
placing
men
for
nities
who
the
notice, judgment will be render- J. H. Ruth,
z
lubrication, positive uphill or down. Water circulation by pump no
find it necessary to train themed against him and the garnishDefendant.
troubles. Simple, accurate governor a great advantage
occupations
selves
new
for
and
i
ees, and the effects garnished,
in any kind of tractor work. All working parts enclosed, yet easily
will be constantly increasthere
NOTICE
SALE.
OF
SHERIFF'S
by
law,
disposed of, ? provided
'
accessible. Transmission running in oil.
ing oportunities in thi state as
to pay said judgment,' and the Notice is hereby given that un- its industrial" development
proaid defendant is further notified der and by virtue of a certain gresses.
can be but a quesIt
Simple, positive arid easy control. The Model "M"
Sale
issued
out
of
Order
of
the
that on the said 14th day of
growof
wool
tion
until
the
time
designed
:y , is
with the operator's comfort and safety, in mind.
November, 1921, the sheriff of above entitled Court on the 14th ing industry here expands as it
Harding County tinder and by day of March, A D. 1922; un- . .has in other western states
der a judgment and order of sale
Note the Model "M's" ruggedness its sturdiness its
virtue of a writ of attachment rendered
to the manufacturing as well as
"
in
above
the
entitled
strength
and
qualities. Every part built for real fcervice.
lasting
issued in the above entitled ac- cause on the 20th day of Febru- the growing stage. It is but one
tion, levied upon and attached ary, A. D. 1922, I will offer at of a number of such developmthe interests of the defendant in public sale to the highest bidder ents that appear, to me to be very
Such Quality
Such
:
1he following described real prop- - cash in hand on the 10th day of near at hand.", . ,
"
at.tha. hour
erty, tlluate, lying ana oeing iu Apnlt , P,
Bzen Known
j;.
'
MOFAX
lardiíig Coüniy,Kéwfeskt, to- - 10:90 'o'clock A; M.'of said day,
.
at, the J..IL.Ruth ranch about 5
V
tile nortlt lialt f Section Fif-tet- miles nórtliv. est of Solano of the John Everett took É. Li Nor- t;; ."
;
lovhfhip Twenty, North, County,, and state aforesaid, tht thcutt to Roy Sunday, j':,',
"Vr
kange TWenty- - five, East of the following ..described property or ' Koy uutier ñas 'piircnasea.a.t
to
the
so
realize
much
thereof
t
-'
New Mexico Principal Meridian.
Ford car.
The Samson Tractor Co. Is a Division of General Motors Corporation
sum of One hundred fifty-nin- e
Roy Gibbons left Wednesday
Lots Twenty and Twenty-on- e
Dollars, amount of
and
'
for Arkansas,; ;
of Block Ten, of Tyler's Addition judgement and Nine and 0
Lillie Gibbons and her. mother
to the town of Doy, in said Coun Dollars, costs of said Court acty of Harding, according to the tion and all other costs since in- and Ray took dinner with Mr,
and Mrs. J, T. Everett Monday.
official plat of said addition to curred,
"To do this, however, we mitst ROY THEATRE SATURE) A Y.
Albuquerque, N. M., March 8
of
and
file
Mrs. R. B. Johnston spent
on
ORoy
Pof
3
Town
yr
the
One - - disc plow, one
grow work together. We can only wo-'every
of
"The
old red heifer, branded R. II. on Sunday afternoon with Mi's, and
record.
is needed to cany out our pro rk together through organization A five reel feature "The MaskTwenty-fivright hip, one '2 yr heifer red, Mrs. T. A. Hawkins.
Lots Twenty-four- ,.
'gram for the industry, both state and to that end it is a matter ed Avenger," and a corker too..
Twenty-seve- n
and branded R. H. on right hip, one
Mrs, W. E. Gibbons spent last and national," said Praeger Mil- - of plain business to every wool Also a one reel comedy "She's a
Twentv-si.
Twenty-eigh- t
of Block Seven, 5 yr old black mare brand un- week with Mrs. V. A. Gibbons, ler, president of the New Mexico grower to attend the convention Vamp," and she's one, too. Both
mother-in-laand Lots Eighteen and Nineteen known, one cow 4 yrs .old, brown her
Wool Growers' Association, ur-- in Albuquerque March 16 and are dandy pictures and must be
andin-creas- e
Mr. and Mrs. J. T Everett and Wool Growers' Association, ur- 17."
of Block seventeen and lot twen- mare brand unknown,
Come
seen to be appreciated.
of said stock since April family and Mrs. Will Gibbons ging sheep men to attend the anty of Block Ten, of the Town of
cut and spend a pleasant evening..
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. nual convention of the associa- Ray Busey made a business trip Same old price 15 and 25. We
Roy, in said County of Harding, 27th 1920.
Dated this 14th day of March, E. L. Northcutt.
according to the official plat of
r.re going to look for you.
tion which will meet in
to Springer last Wednesday.
A. D. 1922.
Banks and wife and
March 16 and 17. The
Frank
said Town of Roy on file and of
Geo. B. Spivey,
Naomi Everett took dinner with convention, Mr Miller said, would Oscar Kidd is reported on the
record.
ESKIMO PIE
Sheriff,
County, ,
Harding
.1
TT
T
m
Twenty-fbe the most important in its ef sick list at the Plumlee Hospital.
iues. i. a. nawKins.
iur. ana ir
and
I)ts Twenty-thre- e
My, My, Eskimo Pie
,
Rev. Charles Massagee took fect upon the future of the inour
of Block One of FloersKe
Cold as ice. Aint it nice?
i
caA. W. Drake of Mosquero was
im'3 addition to the Town of Roy, MORE COUNTY SEAT NEWS dinner with Mr, and Mrs. Alfred dustry, since the association
I think its prime and only a
me into existance.
Brown Sunday.
in Roy Saturday on business. ;
in said County of Harding, acdime,
of
Mr. F.
Sunday
will
School
will
with
start
Get
me some inot'e, from the
cording to the official plat
us
the
"We
have
James E. England went to
wel- J. Hagenbarth, president of the
Druy Store.
Don't forget the chicken dinsaid addition to the Town of Roy
Tuesday and is having 2nd. of April. Everyone
;
National Wool Growers' Asso- ner given by the Ladies Mission;
cn file and of. record.
a very personal and intimate in- come.
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VOCATIONAL TRÁI1ÜÜG

THE

REDUCED PRICE

v

ROY, N. M.

Authorized
TBI UNIVERSAL CAR

Reprsented by

SALESMAN

S. WOOD

NOTICE OF SUIT
Cappers'
Cappers' Weekly,
"armeT and Household. All 3 for
Court of the
1.00 a year. In clubs with your In the District
State
District,
Judicial
Eiffhth
avorite magazine at special rate
of New Mexico, in and for the
west club rates on all leading
County of Harding.
magazines. See or write me for First National Bank, Roy, New
'
catalog.
!'M. Mexico, a Corooration.
(
Jfiaintin,
N.
Roy,
E. & Wood,
vs.

Geo E. Cochrane
THE
AUCTIONEER
Mills, N. M.
Dates at this office.

No. 48.
Hurd Mis- -

Fred B. Misner. Edna
ner, Stanislaw Cygon, Stanislaw
Posluszny, James H. Cristman, J.
R. Lebert, Karolina Kolack. John
M. Coffeen, T. J. Price, (J. u.
Holcomb, First National Bank,
Clayton, New Mexico, a corporation, and Colfax County State
Bank, a Corporation,
ueienaams.

Nation.

VI.

A,

C 4

.'

k

-

Total loans.

.

-

"

1

-

181,301.56
19.73
7,329.17
1,850.00
23,749.06
10,063.75

.

386.40
142.74
2, 732.68
4,780.53
1,800.00

........

Total.......;.::..;....

I

.

.

national banks
11. Amount due from State banks, bankers,
and trust companies in the United States
(other than included in Items 8 Or 10)
13. Checks on other banks in the same
city or town as reporting bank
14. Checks on banks located outside ot
city or town of reporting bank
other cash items
Interest earned, uncollected . . .
Federal Reserve Stock

"

.

".
2. Overdrafts
b. Other bonds, stocks, securities, etc: . .
.
-- ..
6. Banking House,
8. Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Bank
10. Cash in vault and amount due from

To allot these funds among the
states a federal Board for Vocational
Education was created. A unique form
of organization was instituted for this
hoard. It was recognized- - that no
scheme of vocational education would
of
succeed without the
the three interested Industrial elements the manufacturers, labor and
the farmers. And so the board was
made tripartite, with each of these
elements represented. The wlsdrm of
the plan has been manifest from the

SPRINGER SALES & AUTO
SPRINGER. N.

tht

Smith-Hughe-

F. 0. B. Your Farm
Ready to Work

COMPANY

by

But It was necessary, above all, that
the federal government Itself be gotten behind the movement to give It of
ficial standing. This was accomplished
s
act of Feb. 23,
by the
1917. Congress not only endorsed the
movement, but voted on annual endowment to continue indefinitely. This
endowment, graduated upward from
$1,653,080.72
for the first year to a
maximum of $7,307,000 to be attained
In Ihe year 1920 and continued (hereafter, wns to be expended by Stitte
Boards for Vocational Education which
each state was called upon to appoint.
It was to be given on Condition that
these state boards match It dollar for
dollar. It wns to be spent for instruction und teacher training In vocational
education exclusively.

o

1-

RESOURCES
redis- - including
discounts,
1. Loans and
counts, acceptances of other banks, and
foreign bills of exchange or drafts sold with en- ' $181,301.56
dorsement of this bank,

to accumulate.

vprdt

. P

)

10,1922'

mentally, nchool boards Vegan to era-at- e
continuation schools and amplify
manual training courses. Besults

Fordson Tractor
20

1

KepOn Ol GUUlUUUa U4 Hie
-FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF ROY"

ll.Ui8.

of New Mexico, at the close of business on Mar.
EDUCATION at Roy in the State

f!E7

Bckd

moo

234,155.62

3H

LIABILITIES
17. Capital stock paid in
18. Surplus fund
19. Undivided profits
b Reserved for

...........

...........

50,000.00
10,008.00
3,999.97
3,999.97

C Less current expenses, interest
911.01
3,088.96
and taxes paid
7,155.88
22. Amount due to national banks
Dealers
93,048.94
26. Individual deposits subject to check
Total of demand deposits (other
bank deposits) subject to ReAt Roy Garage
first.
93,048.94
serve, Item 26
Dr. Prosper,' the first director of the 32.
deposit
of
than
(other
Certificates
board, described the method of admin,...
36,646.80
for money borrowed
istration as follows :
40. Notes dnd bills rediscounted, in"In the early stages of vocational cluding acceptances
of other banks and
education the federal government enwill be entered against you.
the. state foreign bills of exchange of drafts sold
wllh
Into
partnership
ters
a
The name and address of Plain36,065.52
state being the resident partner with endorsement of this bank
tiffs attorney is E. R. Wright, outhethe ground and doing the actual
327.47
Interest Collected, unearned
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
work, and the federal government the
Witness my hand and the seal
partner, investing .from
Total
234,155.62
of said court this 27th," day of time to time the necessary sums of State of New Mexico, County of Harding: SS.
money."
February, 1922.
I, C. L. Justice, Cashier of the
d
bank, do solomnly
The funds which the
C. Ernest Anderson,
swear
to
statement
above
true
the
is
of my knowledge
that
best
the
County Clerk. partner In vcjp, to continue the doc- and belief.
safeguarded by the
nnalegy,
are
tor's
(D. C. Seal.)
C.L . Justice, Cashier
board's establishment of standards for

,

,

above-name-

i

Correct Attest:
, F. S. Brown,

sysst hools receiving support, and
tematic in spection of the work of the

-

P. P. Branch who has been quite state boards. In addition to this standsupplies
ill the past several weeks is re ardization, the federal board
a national leadership to the whole naported improving very slowly..
by the
vocational movement

S. Floersheim,

tional

If you are in need of a loan

,

II. B. Jones,
Directors.

Subsciibed and sworn to before me this 17th, day of March, 1922.
holding of conferences aud the contin(SEAL)
ual routing of field agents through the
Frank L. Schultz, Notary Public.
states. In Washington, It also has es- My term expires October 28, 1922.
.
of research and intablished
vestigation.
It publishes vocational
literal ure and It disseminates vocation- STOCKS OF WHEAT LOWEST MURDERER TAKEN TO ROS
IN 10 YEARS, REPORT
WELL FOR KEEPING
al data. Thus It has integrated the
DISCLOSES
whole vocational movement around Itself. It has lifted vocational educaRaton. N. M.. March 17-L- ewtion from a theory and has made It an
cks
Washington; March

on

.

your farm or ranch see Schultz
and Johnson as they are making
loans daily.

"
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CITY MEAT MARKET

I. C. DODD

.

E. L. NORTHCUTT Mgr.

-

h,

.

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

DYED HER SKIRT, DRESS,

OBEUCIIMI JURY

SWEATER AND DRAPERIES
WITH "DIAMOND DYES"

UNABLE TO AGREE
FOREMAN

8AYS

VOTE

STOOD

NINE TO THREE FOR
CONVICTION.

nir
WARNING

MR 8.

Headache
Neuralgia
Lumbago

Toothache
Earache,
Accept "only

Rheumatism
Neuritis
Pain, Pain

;

'

,.

"Bayer" package which contains proper directions.

Bandy "Bayer" boxes of 12 tablet
Also bottles of 24 and 100 Druggists.
Aspirin la the trade mark of Bsrsr Kaanfacnra of Honoseatlcacldaatar
of Ballerlleuld

Spohn's Distemper Compound
At this tima of rear norms are liable to contract contagion, distases DISTEMPER, INFLUENZA, COUGHS and COLDS. As a
preventivo against thass, an occasional doao of "SPOHN'S" la
marvelously effective. Aa a remerjr for cases already eufferlna;,
Give It aa

a

,

GOSHEN, INDIANA

preventive.

Don't

n

MOTHER, QUICK!

GIVE

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP.
FOR CHILD'S BOWELS
Even a sick child loves the "fruity"
taste of "California Fig Syrup." If the
little tongue is coated, or if your child

r'

Harrison Shepard

Is listless, cross, feverish, full
cold,
or has colic, a teaspoonful will uever
fail to open the bowels. In a few
hours you can see for yourself bow
thoroughly it works all the constipation poison, sour bile and waste from
the tender, little bowels and gives you
a well, playful child again.
Millions of mothers keep "California
Fig Syrup" handy. They know a
today saves a sick child to-- I
morrow. Ask your druggist for genuine
"California Fig Syrup" which has dl-- J
rections for babies and children of all
ages printed on bottle. Mother I Too
must say "California" or you may get
an Imitation tig syrup. Advertisement

Elgin, Tenn. "I can say that Dr.
Tierce's Golden Medical Discovery and
the Pleasant Pellets have been the
means of restoring my health. I was
weak and
had such headaches, and my kidneys were out of order. It was a misery for me to walk
around. I began taking the 'Golden
Medical Discovery' and the 'Pleasant
Pellets' and they put me on the road
to good health right away. I want
to speak a good word for Dr. Pierce's
No Doubt the Doctor Is Right.
remedies to all sufferers." Harrison
"Queer, isn't it!"
Shepard, R. P. D. 1, Box 18.
Start right by obtaining this
"What?"
at once from your neighbor"The doctor says that my husband
hood druggist In tablets or liquid, or is sunffering from a lack of exercise."
write to Dr. Pierce's Invalids' Hotel
"What is there queer about that?"
In Buffalo, N. Y., for free medical ad"He has been a member of the athvice. '
letic club for years."
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Cutleura for Pimply Faces.
To remove pimples and blackheads
smear them with Cutleura Ointment.
Wash off In five minutes with Cutleura Soap and hot yater. Once clear
keep your skin clear by using them for
daily toilet purposes. Don't fail to include Cuticura Talcum. Advertisement.

, instantly opens your head and
makes breathing1 easy. Fine for
COLDS COUGHS
85 by mall. Address
at
New York Drug Concern. New York

CATARRH

stores or
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Materials for Tanning.
Our government experts have listed
twelve woods, 102 barks, nine leaves,
three roots and seventeen fruits and
seeds that grow in Latin America as
yielding tanning materials of industrial value.
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end has brought contentment and happiness to thousands of home seekers and their families who have
settled on her FREE homesteads or bought land at
attractive prices. They have established their own
homes and secured prosperity and independence.
g
sections of the prairie
In the great
provinces there is still to be bad on easy terms

$ 1 5 to $33 an Aera

land similar to that which through many years
baa yielded from 20 to 45 bushels of wheat
also in great
to the) acre oats, barley and flaxcattle,
sheep
abundance, while raisinff horses,
of farm-er- a
profitable.
Hundreds
equally
and boiia ta
in Western Canada have raised crops in a single
season worth more than the whole cost of their

land. Healthful climate, good neighbors, churches,
schools, rural telephone, excellent markets and
shipping facilities. The climate and soil offer
inducements for almost every branch of
agriculture. The advantages tor

ft

Dairying, Mixed Farming
and Stock Raising

aDDeal to industrious set
tlers wishing to improve their circumstances.
forlthMtratad lltsratore. sups, description of farm

mak. a tremendous

opportunities in Manitoba, SaakatebsaraB, Alberta
and 6 ritmo, uoumms, (aauosa rsuwer nus.
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Los Angeles, Cal.Mrs. Madalynne
Obenchain, charged with the murder
of her sweetheart, J. Belton Kennedy,
must go to trial a second time. The
ury in her first trial was discharged
by Judge Sidney N. Reeves upon reporting that it had been unable to
igree after being out nearly fifty-sihours, of which about twenty-fou- r
were spent In actual deliberation. It
took five ballots and stood nine to
three for conviction on each, according to one of the" jurors. Two of the
women members voted for .conviction,
the third for acquittal, this juror said.
Mrs. Obenchain, her face white and
Jrawn, came Into court In response to
t summons from the judge, who
had conferred rtth her senior
:ounsel and Deputy District Attorney
Isa Keyes. Immediately afterward
the jury filed in and the Judge asked
Foreman Frank W. Crockett, a retired lawyer of Pasadena, how the
rote stood.
"We have stood nine to three from
:he first ballot," the foreman replied.
Judge Reeve then asked each of the
rwelve If they thought there was any
Dossibility of reaching a verdict. Each
replied in the negative. Thereupon the
iudge pronounced their formal dis.
charge.
Mr. Keyes announced that motion
for the setting of a new trial will be
made.
Mrs. Obenchain was returned to the
women's department of the county
Jail, She declined to comment upon
the result while in the court room.
Her attorneys said she made no statement to them. She had expressed herself as confident of an acquittal, but
friends who visited her in the Jail
said she had resigned herself to a disagreement.
Some members of the Jury said the
division was on the question of guilt
or innocence. They did not reach the
question of degree of guilt
Other
one
members were uncommunicative,
throwing aside a newspaper reporter
who asked for a statement.
The trial was begun Feb. 6 last,
but was delayed several times by Illness of jurors and witnesses which
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Select your food wisely, chew it well,
dnd use WRIGLEY'S after every meal.
Your stomach will thank you.

Important to Mothoro

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, that famous old remedy
for Infanta and children, and see that It
Bears the
Signature of
In Van tor Cnar RA Toara
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castotia

It

both a benefit and a treat good,
and good for you.
And, best of all, the cost is small.

Old and Gray.
her niece were standing at the brink of the Grand canyon.
Finally the woman spoke, "Do you
know, my dear," she said, "I think the
canyon is beginning to show Its age.
It's lots dirtier than when I was here
six years ago."
A woman and

is

Sugar jacket "melts

TRY THIS
NEW ONE

in your mouth" and
gum center remains
to give you all the

NAME "BAYER" IS ON
GENUINE ASPIRIN

usual Wrigley's
benefits.

Take Tablets Without Fear, If You
See the Safety "Bayer
Cross."
s
If you want the true,
Aspirin, as prescribed by physicians for
years, you must ask
over twenty-on- e
for "Bayer Tablets of Aspirin."
The "Bayer Cross" Is stamped on
each tablet and appears on each package for your protection against Imitations. Advertisement.
world-famou-
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HERE IS IDEAL PHILOSOPHER
Happy

VrapiTi art

Gets Rid of Trouble by
the Simple Process of Burning
Them Up.
Man

"By George, but this Is a fine day 1"
exclaimed one man as he met another
on the street.
'
"Yes, so It Is," was agreed. "You
ore looking very hnppy this morning."
"Happy? I haven't been so happy in
.
three months."
"What has occasioned your happiness?" was asked.
"When my mail came in an hour ago
necessitated adjournments ranging It brought to me a coal bill, a bill from
from one to three days. Mrs. Oben- the grocer, a letter from my landlord
chain, when on the witness stand, de- raising my rent, and a doctor's bill two
nied the state's assertion she conyears old. Also a notice that my taxes
spired with Arthur C. Burch to slay had not been paid and a gas and elecKennedy.
tric light bill."
"It was enough to fairly crush one
and I can't see how you can be happy."
Relief Workers Forced to Quit.
"Why, it is a very simple thing. All
New York. American relief .workwas to put the bills In the
ers will be forced to abandon 25,000 I had to do
Are, and forget all about their arrival.
orphans in Transcaucasia,, and other
sir, It Is a mighty pleasant day.
famine zones of the Near East within Yes,
When you have trouble on your mind
the next month, because of lack of
way Is to burn It up." St.
fnnds, Charles V. Vickrey, general the best
t.
Louis
secretary of the Near East Relief, has
announced here.
No Up to Dates Ones.
North "Has Alice any of the
Radio Phones Planned on Trains.
virtues?" West " I suppose
Chicago. The Rock Island railroad so most of them are." .
will Install radiophones on its Pacific
coast through trains out of Chicago,
The manufacture, sale or keeping
If the plan is found practicable, It was on stock of matches containing phos-- p
torus is Illegal In Belgium,
announced here. Tests are being conducted by radiophone companies.
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Still, It Must Be Admitted That Thief
Had Logic of Matter on
His 81de.

Poor Bookkeeper Was Doing His
joicing Over the Arrival of
Twins by Proxy. '

A man was charged In Glasgow with
stealing a herring-barre- l.
After . the
charge had been proved the accuser
addressed the magistrate :
'"Deed, Sir Ballle, the man at the
bar Is a great rogue; the stealing o
the barrel Is nothing to some of his
d
last
tricks. He stole my
week, and what does your honor think
he did with It?"
"That would be hard for me to say,"
replied the moglstrate.
"Weel, sir," said the witness, "I'll
tell ye. He brought It Into my aln
shop, wl' my aln name on It, an' offered
to sell It to me, as he said he thought
It would be o' mair use to me than
anybody else."

"Reformers can talk about the evils
of race suicide as they will, nobody
In these days of hlglv prices considers
a large family a blessing."
Dr. Hahnemann Morflt, the Chicago
eugenlst, was addressing the Birth

'

d

wisdom in the daytime
A LITTLE
is a better assurance of rest than
any amount of anxious wishing when
nerves are
at night.
What you do at noon often has
more influence on sleep than what you
want and hope for, at midnight.
Coffee's drug element, caffeine,
whips up the nerves, and when, its
use is continued there's usually a penalty which no amount of mental effort
can avoid.

The part of wisdom, as so many
thousands have found, is
to turn away from
and adopt
rich, delicious Postum as
nerve-stimulati-

on

the mealtime drink.
Postum delights the
taste, but brings no

3

0STUM

Re-

Control league.
"Even the reformers," he went
on, "seem to advocate large families
for other people rather than for
themselves. They are like Bunker.
' 'Bunker, you look blooming, said
his boss. 'What are you rejoicing
over this fine morning?'
"T am rejoicing, sir, said Bunker,
the poor bookkeeper, 'over the birth
of twins.'
Congratulations,
said
"'Humph.
the boss dubiously.
Hard on Grandma.
"'Oh,' said Bunker, 'don't congratIn a school not so far from Indian- ulate me, sir. Congratulate George
apolis the first grade teacher taught Evans, my worst enemy. He's the
the children to say "yes mam," and lucky man.' "Detroit Free Press.
"no, mam."
One of the children was telling this
Spirit That Makes for Victory.
will cover
A handful of pine-seeat home to grandma.
Grandma answered, "Well, that Is mountains with the majesty of green
proper."
forest, lind so I too will set my face
The child said, "Proper, nothing. I to the wind and throw my handful of
seed on high. Fiona Maclead.
never heard of such a thing before."
sign-boar-

Wishing for sleep
is a poor way to get it

Bonds Missing From U. S, Treasury.
Washington.
Between $170,000 and
200,000 in negotiable Liberty bonds
ire missing from the Liberty bond
branch of the treasury, according to
W. H. Moran, chief of the Secret
Service.
Secret Service operatives
have been sent to Richmond, Va., and
Va., where two emCharlottesville,
ployés of the branch wanted In connection with the investigation of the loss,
were reported to be headed. Charles
an eniployé In the
A. Clevenger,
branch, was held for questioning.
Smoke Turns Day Into Night.
Chicago. A pall of darkness descended on Chicago at noon recently.
Automobiles turned on their headlights, street signs In the downtown
district, were light and the telephone
exchanges and newspaper offices were
deluged with thousands of anxiout
queries.
The mystery was solved by
the weather bureau, which reported
that a sudden shifting of the wind had
"piled up" all of the city's smoke In
one monstrous cloud blanket not even
a single sunbeam could pierce.
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Explosion Wrecks Oil Plant.
Memphis, Tenn. Hollywood, a Memphis suburb, wjos rocked by the explosion of two tanks of gasoline at the
plant of the Royal Refining Company.
A number of employés received minor
Injuries or burns but no'fatalities occurred, as almost all the employés had
left the grounds before the explosion
occurred. The fire which followed the
explosions was soon brought under
gasoline tank
control. A 32,000-gallocollapsed a few moments after the ex
plosion.

"My Pa has lots of shirt to show.
He t&yt that that's all right
At long as Ma has Faultless Starch,
To keep his shirts so white."

.
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The Horses Not to Blame.
"It's funny how your horses are still
afraid 'of automobiles here," said a
ulty resident to an old farmer.
"I dunno," answered the farmer,
how an automobile must seem to a
horse. Wouldn't it seem queer to you
if you saw my clothes coming down
the road with nothing in 'em?"

Speaking Literally.
The teacher in an East side schoolroom had been telling the class about
the four seasons. Then she began her
questioning, "How many seasons have
,
we?" she asked Rachel.
"Two Miss," replied the little deni-ieof New York's sweatshop district,
''slack and busy."

OBENCHAIN

x

DISTEMPER AMONG DORSES Snccessfnlry Treated With

"SPOHN'S" la equally effective.
wait. On aale at drug stores.
8POHN MEDICAL COMPANY

MADALYNN

MUST GO TO TRIAL SEC
OND TIME.

Unless you see the name "Bayer" on tablets, you are
not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians
over 22 years and proved safe by millions for
Colds

Already Decided.

Leonard Is a
lad, who adores his daddy. Recently he, his father and his mother
and his little sister went for a visit
with his grandmother In a neighboring
village.
In passing through Marlon
they stopped at a stand to have their
ihoes shlned. The presiding genius of
the shoe shining 'establishment while
at work on Leonard's shoes, said:
"Well, my little man, what are you
going to be when you grow up?
"A daddy," was the prompt reply
Indianapolis News.
d

Say "Bayer" when you buy Aspirin:

!

DISCHARGED

IS

JURY

Each package of "Diamond Dyes" contains directions so simple any woman can
dye or tint her worn, shabby dresses,
ikirts, waists, coats, stockings, sweaters,
coverings, draperies, hangings, everything,
even if she has never dyed before. Buy
"Diamond Dyes" no other kind then
perfect home dyeing is sure because Diamond Dyes are guaranteed not to spot,
fade, streak or run. Tell your druggist
whether the material you wish to dye is
wool or silk, or whether it is linen, cotton or mixed goods. advertisement.

dis--

turbance to nerves or digestion. Even
the little children can share in the enjoyment of Postum at any meal.
It's better to anticipate warnings
than to be driven by them.
It's better to encourage and preserve sound nerves and complete
health than to listen to the clock ticks
at night and say. "I wish!"
Vou can get Postum wherever
good food or drink is sold and served.
An order today may be the beginning,
for you, of the great satisfaction and
comfort which so many others have
found in Postum.
Youi grocer has both forms: Instant Postum
(in tins) made instantly In the cup by" the
addition of boiling water. Postum Cereal (in
packages of larger bulk, for those who prefer
to make the drink while the meal is being pre.
pared) made by boiling for 20 minutes.

Postum for Health

"There's a Reason'

Mads by Postum Cereal Co.,

lot.

Bailie Ciaak, Mich.
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Harding County. KW Mexico, Saturday, March 25, 1922.
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ATTENTION FARMERS

church

Cornbelt thorobred stock
positively out of the best
herds in the U.S.A. Puroc
Jersey Hogs, Poland China
Hogs, all big type and from
Sires weighing 1000 Bs and
up.
I can furnish you any
breed of dairy cattle that
you want, at prices you can

ohurch

afford..
Get in the thorobred ga-menow for a few dollars
while prices are at rock bot- torn, and make yourself in- -'
dependent in a few years.
"
You need better dairy cat-tie and hogs, and more of
' tbem on this mesa.
Leo M. Wagner,
' Address me at;
Gilbertsville, Iowa.
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